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Goldstein I1
By Carrie Little
Reporter

York College is implementing the CUNY mandate for
each school to create its own
version of Academic Programming which resulted from
C'hancellor Wynetka Ann
I<eynolds' new approach to following up o n the Goldstein
Report. It supposeclly gives the
individual colleges full control
of designing academic prog r a m that suit their particular
needs.
In November 1992, the
Goldstein Report, \vhich was
an advisory report to Chancellor Reynolds, , tlentified programs that YorL:College
needed to focus on. Parts of the
report advised 1he phasing out
of certain majors while maintaining or strengthening others.
This prompted a massive
protests by York students and
members of the surrounding
community on Mar. 10, and the
report was ultimately rejected.
On Jun. 25, .the CUNY
Board of Trustees passed an
alternate resolution on Academic Planning. Since then, York
College administrators have
been working to satisfy the resolution.
"The Campus will have full
control of the academic program process, and is in the
position of making recornrnen-

dations regarding its own academic programs," said President
Josephine Davis.
In September a number of
York College faculty and students committed themselves to
the Academic Planning
process. Since then, operational meetings have been held
to orient the faculty and students to this new process. Each
department at York was asked
to do a self-study and make
recommendations based on
departmental needs and their
vision for York College.
Thc new planning committee is known as York College
Academ~cPlanning (YCAP).
This conimlttee will compile a
report from the various departments, review the findings, and
give recommendations. These
recommendations will be along
the lines of program expansion,
consolidation, transfer, or
phase-out.
According to President
Davis, one of the recommendations coming out of the mission
task force implementation
group is that York should consider a "minor program ,"
which will allow students to
have both a major and a minor
course of study. One student,
Karen Jones, who's majoring in
Drama, expressed the need for
this since she has enough credits in Speech to qualify for a
minor.
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The Final Chapter ???
On November 30, President
Davis and the mission task
force (YCAP), held an open
forum to talk about Academic
Planning. It was jokingly said
by one of the faculty members
on the committee that CUNY
colleges were supposedly not
allowed to have a minor program, but York College was the
only one that listened.
Dr. Joseph Martln Stevenson, Vice President for Academic Affairs, was appointed
chairperson of the YCAP committee. Working with Stevenson on the committee are other
Presidential appointees like Dr.
Daisy DeFilippis, Associate
Vice President for Academic
Administration, faculty members representing the Faculty
Caucus, and students like YSG
President, Robert Hudson, who
represents the student Caucus.
The Goldstein Report cited
some majors for phase-out at
York. These included Foreign
Language (Italian), Fine Arts,
Philosophy, Anthropology, and
Physical Education. There are
serious concerns that York College will go along with the recommendations of the Goldstein
Report.
"All majors are under consideration, but no recommendations have been made," said
President Davis, in response to
those who feel that certain
"phase-outs" are inevitable.

One of the ways that the
administration is addressing
the risk of losing majors is by
consolidating certain majors
with other disciplines.
"It may be that you can
combine, for example, Italian
with some other major and create a new major," said Davis.
"So you don't want to go in
saying elimination."
Professor Arthur Anderson
of the Fine Arts Department
expressed his concern with this
new plan. "You destroy the
integrity of the school by
removing some of the programs," he said. "Integrity is
not to be taken lightly."
The President also
addressed the concerns of the
faculty and students by statins
that courses in some majors
may possibly be eliminated, but
the elimination of courses does
not necessarily mean that faculty will be eliminated.
Professor Edvige Coleman,
an instructor of Italian, stands
to be affected if Italian as a
major is phased out. "The
school felt that they had
enough majors in Spanish and
French," she said. "Then they
looked at the minority languages, and Italian doesn't
have enough majors. So it's
hard for me to defend it
because the reason the other
languages have more students
is because there are native

speakers of that language."
Along with course elimination, there are other concerns
like the real motives of Academic Planning. "My fear is that
the Chancellor's office has centralized too much power in the
Chancellor's ofice," said Professor Charles Coleman, English department. "l'rn still con-.
cerned that 80th Street and the
Governor's office, and whoever
else is involved, still have a
long range plan and certain
things are going to happen an),way regardless of what we recommend."
Right now the YCAP committee is receiving data from
different departments. After
the assessment, the committee
will use its findings to develop
the Academic Program Plan.
After the plan is finished, it
will be circulated widely to
gain feedback and support
from the College.
Once this is done, the committee will submit its plan to
the Vice President of Academic Affairs and President
Davis. It will then be submitted
to the CUNY central office for
approval. President Davis
expects the whole process to
take about two years to complete.

T.V. --- A New Wav of Educating Reynolds Grants Wish
By Bernadette Johnson
Reporter

.
i

The first of the two revolutionary televised courses,
"Understanding Students With
Special Disabilities," is being
offered to Education Majors at
York Cyllege this scmester.
This introductory pilot
course in Special Education,
which carries three college
credits, is designed for paraprofessionals i n an effort to
provide educational opportunities that will assist hem on the
job and with career advancement.
York College is part of a
consortium of h u r CUNY
Colleges that developed this
course with the help of the
Board of Education, the
LJnited Federation of Teachers,
and the State Education
Department, which provided
f h d i n g for the course. The
other CUNY colleges involved
in the project are B;~ruch.City
C'ol!ege, and M~:dgar Evers.
This innovative course combincs five on-c;impus meetings
wlth ten one-hour instructional
broadcasts over the Board of

Education's television channel
WNYE-TV Channel 25 on
Thursdays from 5:OOpm to
6:00pm, followed later the
same evening (7:OO - 7:30pm)
by a half hour radio call-in
program on WNYE-FM 9 1.5,
the Board of Education's radio
station.
This course exemplifies
integration among colleges
through inter-collegiate programs to which Chancellor
Ann Reynolds referred in her
recent open letter to the
CUNY community on
Academic Program Planning.
The use of instructional
technology will be used much
more within colleges and universities across the country. It
is seen as a means of encompassing all those who may not
be able to attend day-to-day
on-campus sessions throughout the semester for various
reasons.
Ln the discussions the television panel not only provides
Education students with information aud ideas about issues
surrounding students with disabilities, but it also indirectly
educates the general television

audience making them become
more sensitive to all those
individuals with disabilities.
Other than several field
work assignments and library
research papers, there is no
final examination for this
course. This makes learning
throughout the semester more
intense since the time that will
be used in preparation for a
final exam can be spent in
more in-depth learn~ng.
"This is not a course of
fact-ingestion," said Hana
Simonson, director of the
Special Education Program .
"It is a course for modeling,
for ideas, and for making
everyone become sensitive to
those with disabilities."
A second pilot telecourse,
"Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities" is
due to be offered next semester to paraprofessionals in
Education. At the end of this
semester, all components of
the project will be evaluated to
determine the continuation and
expansion of course offerings
using instructional television.

By Starr Granby
Reporter
Requests made by York
College to Chancellor
Reynolds for permission to
pursue three new majors were
recently granted. Generic
Nursing, Communication
Technology and Physician's
Assistant disciplines will be
added to York's curriculum in
the foreseeable future.
"The plans are on the
table," said a source in the
Nursing Department, regarding the new Nursing Program.
The Generic Nursing Program
is expected to begin in the
Fall of 1994. The Nursing
Department has prepared a
waiting list, and anyone who
is interested can contact them.
Though the actual implementation of the programs are
still in their planning stages,
Dr. Daisy DeFilippis,
Associate Vice President for
.4catlemic Administration,
expressed optimism regarding
their future at York College.
"Students who are thinking
about a career in
Communicatio.n Technology,

should take free electives in
communication to see if they
like it," advised DeFilippis.
Dr. Carlos Molina, Dean of
Health Sciences, shed some
light on the status of the plans
that were sent to the
Chancellor's oflice in June.
"A letter was presented to
the Central Office with the
intention of adding three
majors at York College, which
was approve< said Molina.
"But these majors won't be
realized for at least two
years."
Molina said that physician's assistants. in particular,
are in demand due to the need
for primary health care, and
due to shortages of physician's assistants.
"Realistically, anything can
come up," Molinn cautioned.
"We all know of the situation
now in New York City (the
new administration), and
things can changt:. There
might be money today to start
a Physician's Assistant major,
but tomorrow there might not
be any money."

l~age
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York Embraces Asian Culture
generation Asian American
herself, Michida is an independent curator, artist and cultural
critic specializing in AsianAmerican visual arts. She is
currently involved in investigating issues of ethnic identity
1.
in the arts.
"In making the transition to
life in the West, artists not only
help to define a place for themselves, but also illuminate
issues that relate to Asian culture," said Michida.
She lamented that AsianAmerican visual arts had yet to
receive wide acceptance in
Amer~ca.
"It is ironic that Asians until
now have been perceived as
outsiders from distant shores
even though long standing
relations have existed between
America and Asia," she added.
The Asian population will
be approximately 10 percent
by 2050. Quoting from
Newsweek, Michida said it has
been suggested that this
increase "will affect America
more profoundly than any
group since the first boat people crossed over on the main
level."
Prof, Hsiung, who teaches
International Politics and Law,
and East Asian Politics at
NYU, elaborated on some
attributes of "Sinic Culture,"
like "inclusivism," and "consensus building." Shared by
peoples of China proper,
Korea, Japan, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Taiwan, they "can be
held up for emulation," he
said. Hsiung is also the author
of fifteen well received books.
"Reviewing them anew, they
have much to offer us in
today's America beset by its
I

~ H . E Li
. Zhao Xing, Chinese ambassador to the UN, adressing Asian Conference.
By Shriti Sinha
N e w Editor

A National Conference on
Asian Culture: Tradition and
Diaspora, was held in the
Performing Arts Center at
York College. The day long
proceedings were inaugurated
by Daisy C. DeFilippis,
Associate Vice President for
Academic Administration.
The distinguished panel of
guests included the Chinese
ambassador to the United
Nations, H.E. Li Zhao Xing,
and Dr. James C. Hsiung,
Professor of Politics at the
New York University Graduate
School 0:'-Arts and Sciences.
The conference was part of
the program for increasing
apprzciation of Asian Culture
and Civilization at York this
semester.
"You can see that as York
College strives to embrace the
world, we. are met with open
arms - That the world like-

'

1

wise is embracing York
College," said president
Josephine Davis, welcoming
guests and participants.
Bringing greetings from the
Chinese mission at the U.N., Li
Zhao Xing said, "The Asian
continent has really made its
true contribution to human civilization and wisdom."
A surprise guest among the
panel of speakers was Connie
Chung, the first appointed
Assistant to Governor Cuomo
for Asian American Affairs. In
a message read by Chung, Gov.
Cuomo commended York
College for its efforts to educate its students on Asian culture and issues, and wished
success in all future endeavors.
Margo Lani Michida,
Coordinator of the AsianAmerican Center in Queens
College, drew attention to the
problem of stereotyping Asians
as "exotic, and a perpetually
foreign presence" in popular
American imagination. A third

many problems," Hsiung said.
"These are what makes it relevant for us to introduce our
students to Asian culture in
our modern college curriculum."
Various members of the faculty participated in a forum on
the achievements and aspirations of Asian studies at York.
It was moderated by Dr. Anita
Wenden, Coordinator of the
Cultural Diversity Center.
The post lunch session of
the conference began with an
.
address by Dr. Joseph M.
Stevenson, Vice President of
Academic Affairs. Dr. Ren
Mao-Tang, Professor of
History from University of
Shanxi in China thrilled the
audience by speaking in his
native tongue, which was
translated by Prof. Huang CheTsao of the Ed. Tech.
Department.
Despite the language barrier, it
was described by DeFilippis as
"precious."
The session also included
two speakers on India. Dr.
Margaret Abraham, Assistant
Professor of Sociology from
Hofstra University, talked
about the dual identity of Jews
in India, while Dr. David
Lelyveld of Columbia
University spoke on politics.
The arts and literature were
not left out from the conference on Asian culture. It
included an exhibit of the
works of Tomie Arai, and a
session on the Literature of the
Diaspora: Traditions and
Change in the evening moderated by poet and critic Josie
Foo. Among the many critically acclaimed poets and writers
who participated were Wang

Ping, Hiroaki Sato, lndran
Amirthanayagam and Walter
Lew.
The works of the artist
Tomie Arai were exhibited in
the York College Art gallery.
They included the American
Heirlooms and other selected
works. Arai is a Japanese
American married to a Chinese
American, Arai teaches art tc
elementary school children.
Her works reflected an urban
experience from the perspective of an Asian- American
woman.
The conference also inclutled a forum in which the audience was allowed to participate
in a dialogue with three guest
speakers. Prof. Howard
Ruttenberg, Chair of the
Department of History and
Philosophy, moderated this
session.
"It is a wake up call for us
- on humanistic, demographic and
practical grounds,'' said Dr.
Roger Aimes, one of the
speakers and Director of
Chinese Studies at the
University of Hawaii.
"America can benefit socially
and culturally from this
exchange."
Dr. Elizabeth Buck,
Director of the Asian-Studles
Program at East-West Center
in Hawaii, congratulated York
for its "institutional commitment and collaboration" in
promot~ngdiverse academic
programs.scheduled for Spring
1994.

Asian Historv Unfolds in Partnershix, Across The Sea
By Shriti Sinha
News Editor

The Asian Studies Reading
and Reference Room opened
to the students in the York
College library this semester.A
symbolic presence on the York
campus, it will serve as a dissemination center for spreading information about Asia.
"It:; like coming to the birth
of a child" said Thomas Tam,
a member of the board of
trustees who was present for
the inauguration. "I hope York
College will take a leadership
role in developing such programs in other CUNY colleges.''
The books and art work
were donated by the University

of Shanxi in China and the
East-West Center in Hawaii. A
major portion of the rare books
came from the personal collection of Prof. Ren Mao-Tang,
the visiting professor of
Chinese History from Shanxi
University.
"It's a partnership. What
you have in this College is
vision to see the future," said
Dr. Roger Aimes, Director of
Chinese Studies at the
University of Hawaii. "All universities and colleges will have
to see the Asian connection."
Dr. Elizabeth Buck,
Director of Asian Studies
Program at the East West
Center in Hawaii, who has
been working closely with
York on this program was

delighted that York had taken
the lead.
"I am so proud this happened," said Buck. "It makes
you know that what you have
been working for can really
have an effect on the campus.
Now we have a model for
other schools to look at."
Though most of the four
hundred books are in Chinese,
some will be translated so that
other students can also enjoy
and benefit from them. They
can all be checked out except
the rare books. The collection
of rare books includes a twenty
four volume treasure covering
the entire civilization of China.
Some books are made of rice
paper and are hand bound.
But not everybody was

happy with this new addition
to the library.
"I don't like favoritism,"
said Charles Gordon, a freshman majoring in Occupational
Therapy. "Here we don't have
only one ethnic group."
Eve Pierre, a Computer
Science major said, "If you are
representing one, then every
other group has to be represented." But he was optimistic,
"It's a good beginning. We
have to know about other people."
"There was concern that
students would loose study
space," said Winchester
Machalow, the Chief Librarian.
"But students have not been
deprived in any way. They
have only gained."

No funds from the library
budget were used in getting
these books. "The library did
not spend anything on these
books," said Machalow. "It is 1
beautiful room, something that
will attract students to the
College and will benefit students."
"We don't view it as something different," he added. "It'!;
part of the library. Just having
the opportunity to be close td
these things is valuable."
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JUDGEMENT DAY
The charges have been
made and tho lines are
drawn. As the controversy surrounding zhe Du:
Jeffries visit to Jbrk in
Nov. steadily reuches a
boiling point the truth is
slow to rear its ugly
head.
By Baraka Dorsey
Managing Editor
Four members o F York's
Political Science Club Adrian Charles.. Quentin
Walcott, and YSG VicePresident Jose Rivas, have
been charged by Acting
Associate Dean of Student
Development Jacqueline Ray
with physical intimidation, verbal abuse, and destruction of
property. The charges were initiated by Student Activities
Director Kieron Sharpe during
the controversy surrounding
Dr. Leonard Jeffries' Nov. 3
lecture at York.
The students face a disciplinary hearing on Dec. 16 at
2pm - one day before the
scheduled start of final examinations. This hearing could
result in the expulsion of stu-

dents who maintain an overall
grade point average of 3.0 and
are extremely active in the
community.
In early October the
Political Science Club applied
for permission to use York's
Performing Arts building to
present a forum entitled "W.
Ann Reynolds and the
Liquidation of CUNY" with
City College African Studies
Department Chair Dr. Leonard
Jeffries, community leader
Viola Plummer, and former
member of the Black Panther
Party Dhoruba Bin Wahad featured as speakers.
On Oct. 19, the students
met with Dean Ray to discuss
the problems they had encountered with Sharpe. At this
meeting, Ray allegedly told the
students that "the Political
Science Club was suspended
and the event was canceled."
"I have not canceled the
event," responded Ray when
later questioned by a reporter
"I have not suspended the
club."
However, in a meeting
between the students involved
and President Davis along with
top members of her administration, Ray reportedly stated

Political
Science
Club~ protesting
last year.
y
~
~
~
~ Pres.iDavis' inauguration
~
~
~
have been
raised by
interview with Pandora's Box,
"At no time prior to the
the Student Government
Jeffries event did we ever indiStudent Government President
Association (SGA) over
cate to Kieron Sharpe, or anyRobert Hudson contradicted
finances for the event."
one else, that we would not
those statements made by the
However, in an exclusive
administration,

Continued on page 16

Shakeup of Financial Aid Office Creates Conflict and Confusion
By Baraka Dorsey & Minerva Parker
Managing Editor
Staff Reporter

"

In a surprise mo*.ewhich shocked
the students, faculty, and staff of the
York community, the Financial Aid
Office switched places with the Office
of Academic Services. Even more devastating to the community was that A1
Frazier,.Director of Financial Aid for
12 years, had been transferred to a clerical position in the Registrar's Office,
and Randy Punter, Financial Aid
Counselor for I I years, was transferred
to the Office of Academic Services.
According to the financial aid staff,
they did not find out about the drastic
changes until Friday, Nov. 19 at 4pn1
when they were told that they had to
pack up everytking in the office and
transfer it from their space in 1 M08 to
1H06 on the opposite side of the building.
In the Faculty-Student Senate mceting on the following Tuesday, the
administration was questioned about
the move and why no one was informed
until the very I x t minute.
"We had to niovr quickly to ensure
the minimum disruption of service to
the students," said Vice-President of
Academic Affairs Joseph Stevenson.
"\Ve wanted to he rcady for pre-registration."
Neither Fra~ieror Punter support the

administration's decision. Frazier has
stated that when he objected to the surprise transfer he was told that he "had
no choice in the matter."
"Any and all moves and transfers
were made with the interests of the students, the faculty and staff, and the
institution clearly in mind," said the
administration in a press advisory
issued Dec. 7. "All re-assignments are
the result of a restructuring of student
services delivery at the College and are
not made as a reprisal for any action of
those re-assigned."
According to a spokesman for
Frazier and Punter, the administration's
actions are, in fact, a reprisal for
Frazicr and P~uiter'ssupport of the students.
"They believe that their transfers,
without notice or hearings, are intended
to remove them from day to day contact
with students," said the spokesman.
"I was told that I was being transferred to a new job where I would be
responsible for organizing a computerized database," said Frazier. "This is
despite the fact that I have no special
expertise in that field. I'm replacing a
formcr supervisor who had a master's
degree in computer science and years
of experience working with computers."
Punter questions the motives behind
his transfer. As faculty advisor to the

Political
Science Club,
he has received
much criticism
from the
administration
- especially
during the current controversy surrounding
students in the
club.
On Nov. 10,
Punter
received a
memorandunl
from President
Dzvis officially
reprimanding
him for not
fitlfilling, what
Davis calls,
"iristitutional
A1 Frazier, Director of Financial Aid for 12 years, has
expectations"
been transferred t o the Registrar's Office.
of his role as
advisor to the
agree." She subsequently placed the
student organization. According to the
reprimand in his permanent personnel
memo, after Punter indicated to Davis
file.
that he had unresolved dificulties with
Financial aid services were interher administration which could comrupted for a weck preceding early regispromise his ability to ensure that stutration as the staff rushed to complete
dents are governed by "the institution's
the move and adjust to their new envipolicies and procedures on appropriate
ronment.
behaviors and conduct," Davis stated
"We're handling it." said one finanthat they "must, therefore, agree to disContinued on page I 6
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Marriott

By Sattanya Robinson
Reprte~
In Julie, Marriott
Mar~~igelnent
Serv~ce,under
the direction of Ms. Lois V.
Hika, assumed control of York
College's cafeteria, and
replaced Service America.
Most people are still undecided about whether the change
was an improvement.
"I. will be an ongoing challenge for us to try to make
sure that we're meeting ...if not
meetmg 100%...the needs of
the Collcgc community to the
best of our ability," said
Hika "We are an equal opportunity enrployment company
and we make sure that we
make it fair for everybody."
Ate these statements true?
Did the Marriott Management

NOV. 2 9 - ~ ~ ~ . 1 0 1

It's No Service America

Service meet the needs of the
students and faculty, as well as
the needs of their employees'?
According to a student survey, only 30% preferred
Service America's food quality
over that of the Marriott. Yet,
60% preferred Service
America's service, and 10%
thought both the food quality
and service of the Marriott
was about the same as that of
Service America.
Among the negative comments made by these students
were "the food stinks" and
"the only thing I consider to
be good in that cafeteria are
the fries." Most of the also
felt that the prices were too
high and the service was too
slow.
They also agreed that, since
the majority of the cashiers did

not work in the cafeteria prior
to the takeover by the
Marriott, the lines in the cafeteria seemed longer. Breakfast
was judged as much too sldw
- especially behind the grill.
One student stated that she
was waiting so long for her
breakfast that by the time she
was served her bacon was
burnt and greasy, she received
her roll with no butter, and
although she ordered a sausage
to accompany her breakfast,
they ran out of sausage while
she was waiting for her order.
A faculty member
expressed her opinion on the
wonderful coffee they had in
the faculty cafeteria, but that
was the only positive statement she made concerning the
food quality.
"The salad bar is not as

good as it was before," she
said. "I like to choose my vegetables, but there's not much
to choose from. The food in
the faculty cafeteria is worse
than that of the student cafeteria. The food is greasier and
the vegetables seem to be
swimming in margarine."
She also thought by putting
a fixed price on some combination meals, no matter what
proportion of food was present in each combination, was
a very lazy way to price them.
In her opinion, the Marriott
staff was very hospitable, but
they were nit experienced
enough.
It has been said that many
of the employees quit because
they were treated unfairly. In
one incident, a cErtain individual was rehired by the
Marriott based on her past
record while working for
Service America as a cashier.
As a required daily routine,
every cashier would take their
receipts and money from their
register, bring it to the office,
and one person would count
the money to make sure that
there was nothing missing.
One day, this individual took
her money and receipts to the
office and was told that her
drawer was short about $70.
Be aware that while the
money was being counted, the
only individuals present were
the cashier and the person
counting the money. Therefore

no one could verify that thete
was, in fact, any money mis:;ing. Also keep in mind that
this cashier never had any
problems prior to being
employed by the Marriott.
After recounting the
money, the cashier was told
that there had been a mistakc
and that there was only $17
missing. Either way, it was
assumed that the only person
who had access to the money
was the cashier. Therefore she
was being indirectly accused
of stealing. Since her integri y
was questioned she immediately relinquishcd hcr posit~c~n
as cashier.
Thc Marriott Management
Service is a company well
known for their excellent focd
and customer service. They
supposedly make it their mo:,t
important task to meet the
needs of their customers, as
well as their employees. At
York College, thus far, they
have only met a small percentage of those needs. Therefore,
they need to make a greater
effort In order to give the Yosk
College community the kind
of quality cafeteria they
expected.

Students Win War Over First Amendment How To Pass Those Finals
CPS -- 12 fraternity has won a
battle against University of
Califixni3-Riverside administrators who ordered the Phi
Kappa Sigma chapter disbanded for three years after mem, bers sported T-shirts that
demeanetl Mexicans.
Chi thc advice of university
a:torr~eys lJC'-Riverside officlals flccided to settle a lawsuit
filcci )1, tlle fi-aternity before
t l ~ cC; sc \vent to court, said
Jack (:'ha >pcll, Director of
L ni\ rmit v Relatio~~s.
As part
of that wtlement, two administrators \vho ordered the discipline aganst the fraternity will
bc briefed by t~voattorneys
about rcc'mt rulings in the area
of fi-c.: spcech.
"l'cople need to realize that
the crmplts is a marketplace of
free itfeas. and that includes
the rotten fru~tas well as the
good and nourishing f o o d
Chappell said. "Even repulsive
exprcisiori is protected."
The di,pute arose in
September when the fraternity
held :membership drive and
members donned T-shirtr that
depicted caricatures of

Mexican men holding beer
bottles with the slogan, "It
doesn't matter where you
come from as long as you
know where you are going."
University officials decided
to act against the fraternity
because the T-shirt incident
was the last in a series of
problems with the fraternity
chapter. "It was like the last
st]-aw,"C'happell said. "They
had been a behavioral problem
i n ;I serie.; ot'bel~avioralproblems."
Among other things, fraternity niern\xrs previously had
been in trouble for vandalism.
drinking on campus, reckless
driving of a university vehiclc
and showing a pornographic
film on campus.
Chappell said the university
wasn't the first organization to
take action against the fraternity, which had been ordered to
write letters of apology to the
university and other Greek
organizations by the national
Phi Kappa Sigma organization. Each fraternity member
also was ordered to serve 16
hours each of community ser-

vice in the Hispanic community. In addition, the campus
Interfraternity Council banned
the fraternity from rush activities for a year.
However, Assistant Vice
Chancellor Vincent Del Pizzo
didn't feei the sanctions were
strong enough and ordered the
fraternity disbanded for three
years.
The f'uternity's case was
taken up by the Individual
Rights Fmndation of 10s
Angeles. The settlement
rcaclied Oct. 28 ordered reinstatement of the fraternity and
legal sessions on First
Amendmrut issues for Dcl
t'izzo and activities director
Kevin Fer,wson.
"We're hoping this sends a
clear message to university
administrators that the First
Amendment is not a tool. It's a
principle," Maura Whalen, a
spokeswoman for the foundation, told The Associated
Press.
Chappell said fraternity
members were not concerned

Continued on page 16

By Kevin Respass
Reporter
"How to Prepare for
Exams-Remembering and
Memorizing Effectively," a
key part of the ongoing Study
Skills Workshops, took place
on November I I . The program was designed to help
York Collcgc students get
ready for cnd-of-the-term
tests.
l h i s workshop emphasized
techniques which may help
students improve their rccall
and general test-taking skills.
"The best way to prepare is
not to cram for exams the
night or week before, but to
strategically read, write, recite,
and review all pertinent material throughout the term,'' said
Prof. Pearl Rosenberg,
Counseling and Career
Services. "The studying techniques incorporate the use of
your sense of sight [carefully
reading the chapters], touch
[writing all headings and italicized sentences into question
form] and hearing [reciting
aloud repeatedly all important

information]. This tends to
reinforce your learning abllity."
Crucial points in preparing,
for exams are to read all mattbrial until you definitely comprehend it, to try to predict the
questions o n the exam, and
then to revieu often, to check
brhilt 4 O L I ha\ C le;ll.ll~d
Roscnhclg bvasns studcnts no
to "st~~ff'your
head" hy stud),ing longcr than 40-50 min1.11e;
at a time without t&ng H f i ~ r '
minute break. She said it h e l p
if you can alternate s u b j c c ~
too.
Remembering what you
haw learned by using memory
aids will also help improvc
your lest scores. Rhyming
words, making associations
and rucmorizing the lirst letter
of the string of words will
readily help your recall of
information.
Perhaps the most crucial
aid to stellar test-taking is to
remain calm during the exam.
The co~mselorsurge students
to pace themselves by comnletinrr t h e qimnlest m ~ e c t i n n s

Continued on page 18
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HEALTH WATCH
At This Spa
By Nicola Holder
Reporter
"Three years ago I started exercising
as a recreation; then I started to see
results and I really got serious," said
Abby Omotoso, a York College
Business major.
Abby works out five days a week in
the York College Physical Education
building, and has lost 25 lbs in the last
12 months. In fact, she has even participated in amateur bodybuilding shows.
But one needn't bz a bodybuilder or an
athlete in order to utilize the facilities.
They are available-free of charge-to
current York students and alumni, and
to faculty and staff.
The Physical Education building and
its surrounding grounds boasts a stateof-the-art fitness room and free-weight
room, tennis courts, an indoor and outdoor track, an olympic-size swimming
pool, and an artificial turf soccer field.
It also has courts i~ndequipment for
racket sports, basketball, and table tennis. Yet, to many who enter the
Academic Core on a daily basis, this
dome-shaped 'edifice is still an undiscovered treasure.
The fitness center has morning, midday and evening hours, Monday
through Friday, and is also open on
Saturdays. This facility is perfect for
those who are beginning a workout program. There is a wide assortment of the
latest in computerized exercise equipment including treadmills, stair-climbing machines and stationary bicycles.
In addition, the college employs recreational aides who tutor students in the
correct usage of all of the machines
and equipmeni..
"My main purpose is to observe

York Students Work Out Free

people and to make sure that they are
using the equipment correctly," said
Neil Harmon, a Physical Education
major. "And though I'm not allowed to
set up personalized exercise programs,
I am available to answer any questions,
or to assist anyone who needs help."
The gymnasium is open Mondays
through Saturdays, from 12 pm to 2
pm. Though the courts are often used
by the college varsity teams for practice
sessions, there are specific times set
aside for intramural games and informal scrimmages. Equipment for sports
are available to anyone presenting a
valid York College I.D.
For those who prefer a less strenuous, but very effective form of exercise,
the natatorium is also open daily. The
pool is heated to an ideal temperature
of 80 to 82 degrees fahrenheit.
"There is always a lifeguard on
duty" said Cathleen Lynch, Health and
Human Performance Assistant.
However, Lynch cautions that indepth swimming instruction is not possible during recreation hours, as it
would compromise the safety of the
rest of the swimmers. It is advised that
non-swimmers take an introductory
swimming course first.
So how does one go about getting
started on a fitness routine? "First you
should consult a physician before
beginning any exercise program," said
Lynch. "People should get medical
clearance before jumping on a treadmill."
In addition to a physical check-up,
Lynch recommends a visit to the Health
Promotion Center, which is located in
room P305 of the Phys. Ed. building.
There students receive their correct
weight and height. The Health

BULIMIA

Promotion staff can also check the cholesterol level and the body's fat-to-lean
mass ratio. And, by utilizing computer
technology, they are even able to tell
you how many calories you should consume daily in order to achieve the ideal
body weight for your height.
It is advised that in order to maintain
a healthy body regular exercise is a
must. Aerobic exercise should be done
at least three times a week for a period
of 20-30 minutes at a time. Aerobic
exercise is defined as any activity
designed to strengthen the cardiovascular system. This includes brisk walking,
running, stair-climbing, and aerobic
dancing.
Though these recommendations are
widely publicized, many people still
actively pursue passive lifestyles. Two
of the most popular excuses for not
working out are: "lack of time" and
"costly health club memberships." For
members of the York community, these
excuses are no longer valid because
gym hours accommodate virtually any
schedule, and there is no membership
fee. In order to fund the facilities, $10
of the $40 full-time student activity
fees is earmarked for the Phys. Ed.
Dept. These funds pay for athletic
equipment, intramural tournaments,
physical education classes, and recreational hours. In addition, money from
this source pays the salaries of staff,
coaches, athletic trainers, and recreational aides.
For many people who use the fitness
facilities regularly, an improved physical appearance is one of the more obvious rewards. However, there are other
benefits as well.
"Regular exercise has helped me to
overcome a back injury I sustained sev-

eral years ago," said Dr. Daniel Stern, a
professor of Psychology and an avid
tennis player. "In fact, "I feel better
than ever!"
Exercise is also known to be a stress
reducer. Aerobic activity is believed to
be, amongst other things, helpful in
improving one's mood. It is also credited with increasing the body's endomorphic levels, which helps the individual
to feel more relaxed.
Perhaps the best endorsement for
using the gym comes from Keisha
Williams, a Community Health major.
"Since January, I have lost 70 lbs
thanks to a healthy diet and my working out regularly at the gym," she said.
"Williams also credits year-round
exercise with improving her academic
performance. "Using the gym between
classes has helped to reduce my stress
levels," she said. "It also clears my
brain so that I'm able to focus more
clearly in my classes. As a result, I've
made the Dean's List for the past two
semesters."
Lynch put her finger right on the
problem when she said, "The difficulty
with fitness is that people feel they
have to go out of their way to get
access to facilities."
But the York College community
now has a distinct advantage. Located
right across the street on Liberty
Avenue lies a 30 million dollar facility
built solely for us to use.

A Dav In The Life
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SOU,ND O F F
We Are Not Demons!

Pres. Davis
Responds To Letter

Dear Editor,

)ear Editor,

The leadership of the Political Science Club is being portrayed by administrators
tnd bureaucrats as verbal and physical attackers. These bureaucrats want students
tnd faculty to believe that the Political Science Club is a threat to the seeurity of
York College. Why is this? Because the Political Science Club is an uncompromisng, grassroots organization that stresses the importance of political and cultural
Iwareness; and the principles of self-determination. We are not "verbal or physical
hreats" to York College. It is our belief that education and free speech are human
sights, not privileges! And these beliefs - that education and free speech are human
ights -- are deemed by these reactionaries and "paper tigers" as the true threats.
rhus they feel they must demonize and discredit us with their lies and rumors. The
'paper tigers" here at York feel that their "business as usual" program (cronyism and
lepotism) is threatened by students that are assertive, analytical, and politically/culurally conscious; students that will not allow themselves or their fellow students to
Yecome victims of York's and America's bureaucracy: the kind of students the
Political Science Club develops.

'k'our letter requesting improved services for evenin$!
,ervices was received some time ,Go. However, I was
inable to respond owing to the fact that a return
tddress was not included in your communication. This
.esponse is being sent by messenger in the hope that it
vill reach you."
I share your concerns that the cultural, athletic and
ipecial events, as well as the general college services
;hould be equally accessible to evening students as day
itudents. The challenge to provide broader access to
iervices is limited by a less than adequate budget. As
rou aware, York College, like C I J N Y institutions, hals
:xperienced a tremendous reduction in staff due to
~udgetcuts. In 1992, we had no option but to retrench
Yersonnel. In 1991 and 1992, a sizeable number of fac~ l t yand staff chose early retirement. None of these
,ositions have been replaced. With this limited staff, me
lave been unable to provide broad based services for
loth day and evening students.
We are attempting to address your concerns for
mproved services with consideration of flexible schedding. Dean Jacqueline Ray has been requested to
wersee this initiative in the areas of nursing and courtseling services. She is also researching C U N Y guidelines regarding on campus sororities and fraternities.
Vice President Dunfee will provide you information on
the hours of operation of the physical fitness center and
zafeteria. They will provide you a response on these
items before the close of this semester.

Do they fear us because of the way we look, the way we dress, or the way we carry
~urselveswith confidence and persistence? The fear comes from the fact that we
lon't act like subservient students. We are not just students, we are men and women
who demand that we be treated with respect and dignity. It seems that these reactionaries want us to be docile and submissive shoe-shufflers. If we don't carry ourselves in this dehumanizing manner, we are considered "a problem." We, the so
:ailed "loud mouths," are being singled out to the rest of the student body as examples
3f what happens to those who resist unjust and immoral policies. These career
bureaucrats will stop at nothing to discredit and destroy our reputations as individuals :and as an organization with their disinformation tactics. These people who run
and control the school have the power and resources to fill your minds with creative
rumors and scenarios about particular leaders of the Political Science Club. They
want sl.udents, faculty and administrators to feel threatened by us.
We the Political Science Club are men and women like yourselves who are fed up
wilh the material conditions by which we live under here, in America. We do not verbally or physically intimidate; we have not attacked or harmed an\ one on or off campus; wc.: do not threaten people. We do not have any fundamental contradictions with
Asian Students or Asian Studies. We are human beings and treat people as such. So
please dispel all myths and rumors you hear concerning us as individuals or as a club

Thank you for your patience in this regard.

"Hi~m:inkindhas a weakness for falsehood, vanity and crookedness, not because we
are inured to truth and selfless devotion to community but because it is much easier
to purse falsehood and vanity than to seek truth and social responsibility..."

Qwntiri Noel,
Political Science Club.

Editor's Note:
Credit for last issue 's cover photogmph was mistakenly omitted.
Miriam Rosenberg took the photograph. We regret the errox

Deadline For
Next Issue:

January 27
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On November 22, the nation mourned the 30th anniversary of President John F. Kennedy's assassination, local radio station WBLS held its Stop The
Jiolence rally, and it seemed like everybody in the world was trying to heal. Yet, York College began to hurt the most.
Paranoia, exhaustion and frustration permeate the halls of York College. On the faces of staff and faculty is disgust with the system we call administraion.
On this clay the entire Financial Aid department was forced to relocate after countless years. The relocation took place at a time of the year when the
~fficeis trying to do the most for students. The Director of Financial Aid A1 Frazier was tossed from his position and transferred to the Registrar's Office

here he will be of no service to the students. The responsibilities of the office were reassigned. And everything is supposed to go on normally. But how
;an they after a 12-year veteran like Frazier has been relocated to a dismal corner of the York community.
This incident is just one symptom of the illness that has infected York College. York is at its worst. The college administration is under fire from CUNY
zdministrat~on,which is pushing strategic planning down their throats. Strategic planning is a cost effective, money misdirection program that focuses on
teeping the CUNY business under budget. Meanwhile it cuts thousands of hture students out of the system and diminishes the education students now
receive at Wrk.
The faculty and staff are under fire from administration, but not for the reasons that are acceptable for an academic institution. They're not being pressured because of failure to teach a class, or file a students Pel1 form or circulate periodicals.
Politics is the pressure that is putting a chip on the shoulders of faculty and staff and inhibiting their performance to the students of York College. These
politics makle York staff fear losing their job for uttering the wrong name or wrong word. These politics drove a valued administrator like A1 Frazier out of
the only position where he can truly service the students.
These politics set rumors in motion involving students as well as administrators.
"I heard Poll -Sci threatened to kill Kieron Sharpe."
"And I heard they broke into the President's office."
"No, I heard that A1 Frazier was behind it all."
What true:, what's not?
It's true that President Davis had an armed guard in her office to protect her from some unknown threat. It's true that Dean Jacqueline Ray wouldn't release
public docurnents involving students under the cloak of confidentiality.
It's true that J70rk College is hurting York College. Administrator pitted against faculty. Faculty pitted against faculty. Administrator pitted against administrator. Office secretaries, tightlipped and scared just hoping to make it through the day. And students without an ally in the world.

L
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Multicultural Celebration Covers Spectrum of Ethnicitv

3 y Betsabe Garcia
Staff
-- Reporter
-

On December 4, 1993, in
the Fine Arts Building, the
Multi-cultural club of York
College presented "Salute to
Diversity II", a multicultural
celebration. Via the event, the
club hoped to "build a bridge
for students of different ethnic
communities", as expressed by
M.T. Momin, President of the
Multicultural Club.
Ms. Josephine Davis,
President of York College, was
present to help usher in the
festivities.
"[Queens] is the most
diverse borough in the nation",
and at York College, with our
"36 different languages", we
"view ourselves as a microcosm of the world", said the
President.
b

David Simpson, representing the Borough President
~ l a i r e~hulman'soffice, was
on hand to present a proclamation to the Multi-cultural Club.
Representing the students
themselves, Robert Hudson,
President of Student
Government, offered the audience, speakers and all, a most
warm welcome.
Said Hudson, "York best
represents cultural diversity.
On campus, we treat each
other with respect ...and dignity." He suggested to "sit back
and relax" and enjoy the rest
of the program, which we certainly did.
Next, clergyman Norris
gave the keynote address. Mr.
Norris commenced by saying
that the "media highlights the
negativity of diversity", but we
should instead celebrate our

diversity. He then took us on
an imaginary tour of Queens,
showing us the varied composition of our borough. Midway through the trip, however,
Mr. Norris was starting to lose
his passengers. When asked if
they were still with him, the
audience answered a strong
and unabashed "NO!" .&I
Norris concluded with a
Biblical analogy; one found in
the book of Ezekiel, in which
the prophet is told to take two
sticks, one with the name
Judah written on it, the other
with the name Israel. The
prophet then held the sticks
together, and they became one
stick. Thus, should we be culturally united. The audience
responded enthusiastically and
approvingly.
(One of the benefits of
long speeches is that they cre-

ate an appetite for the entertainment ahead).
Proceeding clergyman
Norris was Scott Wilborne.
Wilborne gave us a close-tooriginal rendition of the "I
Have A Dream" speech. As he
approached the podium, he
gave this reporter the impression of timidity, but oh, when
he spoke! Charismatic and
energetic are fitting descrip2 tions for his talent. The audi- '
3 ence broke in thrice with
$ applause.
a
The mostly entertainment
portion of the night was to follow Mr. Wilborne. -It began
with "Las Carols". As the curtain was pulled back, there
appeared on the stage two sisters attired in white "cowboyish" uniforms and boots, with
black hats. One had to her
side a beautiful harp, the other
held a small guitar-like instrument called a "quarto", for its
four strings. And then they
played. They played some of
the most beautiful music from
Colombia; it was like an invitation to dance. The music is
derived from the plains of the
said country. The sister with
the harp glided her hand over
her instrument, and it seems as
though she charmed the music
from it. The audience broke
into an applause, then accompanied them in a beat. For
their second number, "Las
Carols" played and sang.
Following them was a
Korean dance, performed by
one "lone butterfly". The
music was dramatic, the dance
movements, painstaking.

There was a moment when the
dancer was lifting herself from
the stage floor that it seemed
that she was going to float
right above the stage. Said the
dancer: "I am thirty-three
years old. It took me twentyeight years to learn the dance,
I started when I was four." It
was a real taste of the exotic.
This performance was proceeded by the Haitian dance.
There was a song and dance by
a couple, followed by a group
dance composed of women.
The crowd responded enthusiastically to the dances.
Proximately, a group from
Townsend High School performed their skit, which dealt
with the issues of racial and
religious ignorance, and urged
the audience not to fall into the
trap. The actors make up the
situations and dialogue, sometimes improvising.
"I think that it is an outlet
for us to express our personal
and unique life experiences",
said Lena Ray. Added fellow
actor Malcolm Hall: "I feel
that expressing myself in acting is better than expre'ssing
myself in violence."
Succeeding Townsend hlgn
was the BIPA (Bangladesh
Institute of Performing Arts).
They entertained us with the
"Harvest Dance", in which
there was stomping, circling
and waving, and which had a
joyous, wholesome nature.
The bangladeshis in the audience seemed to like this popular dance of theirs very much especially when the women

.

*

Continued on page 18

East Asian Arts Make Debut at York Performing Arts Center
As part of the ongoing multicultural
awareiess at York College, the
Performing and Fine Arts department
celebrated Asian culture in a performance of the East Asian arts. The event
was held in the Performing Arts Center
on November 19 and 20.
It was directed by Prof. Sarah
Schilling, Performing Arts, and choreographed by a Japanese student,
Uchiyama Daisuke. The participants
included Chinese, Korean, Japeese
and African-American students.
The narration was done bv june
Berry, a Speech major, and &=gory
Larkin, who wants to pursue a'career as
a first amendment rights attorney.
The program was success^ in giv1

-

l
as well as indi&red and &orM traditional costumes. and ~ h-w i c afaculties,
vidual character.
The event started with a song by Su
Daisuke is a sophomort; majoring in
Shih "Prelude to Waer Music," perSpeech, and in the past had also played
formed by Chen Lou-Ling; an.
the part of Pylades in Sophocles'
Accounting major. Other poetry readElectra.
ings included selections from Bai Suyi
Kang Kyongkoo and Cha Jae Yun
and LiPo, and Japanese Haiku poems
thrilled the audience with drum music
by Issa and Basho.
from Korea. They also sang "Arirang,"
In a demonstration of Chinese cala very popular Korean love song with.
ligraphy, Ting Sen demonstrated his
guitar played by Cha Jae Yun.
fine strokes with ink that could last
a hundred years.
I An impressive performance of the
popular Chinese ribbon dance was
Qchiyama Daisuke and Kishida
given by Ku Pei-Lan, a high school stuYasuyoshi performed a daring and
dent who made a special appearance
bre&taki& display of e en do' which
Displaying grace and nimbleness th
means "the way of the sword." It is a
came from years of practice, she won
two;thousand year old Japanese tradithundering applaus
tior/ of swordsmanship. Unlike its use
i

"
i

1

/

I

I
i

.B

Kirollos' book The Wind Children
Daisuke played the title role of a warrior who defeated the forces of evil,
while the cat was played by Nishi
Keiko. A major attraction of the play
was the lion mask and costume jointly
worn by Makino Kazunori and Kang
Kyonkoo.
Next semester marks the beginning
of the celebration of African culture,'
and a production of an African
American play is scheduled for Spring

5
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DIVERSE
w
OVE ON
Kwanzaa Karamu A Feast of Cultural Expression
-

By Shariff A. Ali
Arts dt Entertainment Editor

"

The African-American
Studies Club (AASC) of York
College hosted this year's
salute to Kwanzaa on
December 3. The festivities,
although late in starting, were
filled with food, dance and the
spirit of Kwanzaa - an annual
holiday celebrating the history
and achievements of the
African and African-American
people.
Ms. Maritza Griffith,
President of the AfricanAmerican Studies Club,, welcomed everybody to the
evening festivities. "Although
the festivities are a little
delayed, people are making it
their business to get here,"
announced Griffith. "We are
going to have a libation
[Kwanzaa introduction] by Mr.
John Wetusi Branch, a performance by the Opus Dance
Company, followed by dinner
and a party."
Pamela Ward, another member of the AASC played hostess for the event. She started
the program by introducing the

.-

'W

performed ‘having" routines
tibat exemplifkxl the history
and struggle of the African
people, while highlighting the
joy and happiness that comes
from the events of Kwanzaa.
In between the routines, Dr.
John Wetusi Branch, Executive
Director of the Afikan Poetry
Theatre, Inc. gave us not only
the opening ceremony, but the
history of Kwanzaa as well.

"Dr. Maulana Karenga

1

"[Dr. Karenga] did this so
Black people and African people could have a celebration
that would bring everyone
together and celebrate who we
are as a people."
Kwanzaa is in fact a
bration of AfriGasl
over the world,
are from Africa, America,
-I
r
Canada or the Caribbean. At
Kwanzaa, Black people are to
uSe this time to reflect on who
they are, where they &me
from; and where they are
going.
"ar. Karenga felt that it was
necessary to have this celebration to be thankful for who we
are," said Branch. "[We have]
a low self esteem of who we
"It's great the we can get
are, ~f being Black...and this
will make us
and
together'and celebrate somicelebrate ourselves. During the
that is meaningful to us
as
a
~
e o ~ said
h " Aileen Paul,
seven days of Kwanzaa, we as
a
Junior
majoring
in Pre-Med.
a people should highlight the
Maggie
Johnson,
who also
contributions of African and
attended
the
festivities,
echoed
Black people."
similar
sentiments.
"It's
great
Kwanzaa, which is celebratthat
an
activity
such
as
ed from December 26 to
Kwanzaa is provided in our
January 1 was foqnded on
~guro
or the seven p k - s c h d s . It ~ b b r a t e somes
ciples. They are as follows:
thing that is very important,
which is unity. I hope that it
lasts
for a long time," she said.
Umoja (Unity);
Kujichagulia (SelfEsther Tait, Association
Determination);
Accountant of York College,
e
Ujima (ColIective Work and remarked On the i m ~ o m of
the
affair.
"This
is
a
moving
Responsibility);
Ujamaa (Cooperative
and worthwhile performance,"
she noted. "The history,of
Economics);
Kwanzaa is knowledge and it
Nia (Purpose);
is needed in our communities."
Kuumba (Creativity);
Leonore Stapleton, one of
Imani (Faith).

I

all

the dancers from the Opus
Dance Theater, found
Kwanzaa to be "a very spiritual time when families should
get together and celebrate and
be thankful that they are here
and doing what they need to
do in life."
Esther Grant, of the dance
company, felt that Kwanzaa is
a time to celebrate, and for the
old and young to come together and respect one another.
Along with Pat Mabrey,
Imani Kahn, and Jason Cade,
the Quartet performed three
inspiring routines, including
the dance called Kaki Lambe.
It is a dance of harvest created
by the Baga people of Guinea,
West Africa.
Grant observed that the traditional African dance is a lost
art form that has existed for

many years. But it has not
been given its due recognition
as a "dance form" on a par
with ballet.
Grant expressed her t n m s ,
and those of the company, to
the individuals who came out
to support their endeavors. She
feels strongly that the culture
is alive and here to stay.
Kwanzaa is a time to give
thanks and praise for the years
past, as well as for those to
come. The event, while short
on delivery, will always have a
long-lasting effect on those
who attended. It enabled them
to grasp the full understanding
and purpose of Kwanzaa, as a
time to rejoice.

Haitians Celebrate Napolean's Downfall and Haiti's Freedom
Marc E. Larosse
Reporter
On November 16,The
Haitian club of York College
hosted a ceremony to commemorate the 190th anniversary of the "Bataille de
Vertieres", which celebrates
the defeat of Napoleon's
French army in 1803 by the
Haitian national army. That
victory led to the independence of Haiti.
The ceremony began with
and insightful speech by club
resident Carmelle Brun. i
Brun declared, that as the
unders of the Haitian nation
have fought hard to get rid of
the French army, so should her
generation for the economical

advancement of the country
and the respect of all human
rights.
"May this day bring all
Haitians together for the benefit of the whole country," said
Brun.
Professor Morip who fought
hard to put the Creole language,which is the official lan- '
guage of Haiti, in York's curriculum, was invited to share
with everybody this brilliant
moment of history. I
Bonapaite sent
the F nch army into 'Santo
Domatgo in the mon of
Nove ber in 1803 to take over
the c untry, but the aitian
patio a1 army dmve #em off
the cdasts. They coul not
resist (theattack. The were

o ole on

a
P

defeated.
All the Haitian students at
York College missed some of
their classes in order to attend
the ceremony, and they did not
hesitate to share the meaning
of that day.
*
"It's important for all
Haitians to stand up and fight
those who want to take the
freedom that our ancestors
died for," said Marcaisse,
active member of the club.
The Celebration
kicked off with the
of the "African Gazelle", four
young dancers who kept the
crowd on its feet. Tdey moved
to the sound of an African
band, as they tossed their
heads, and thrust their arms
and legs as fast or as slow a9

they wanted. They jumped in
the air liked their namesake.
And crawled like cats about to
pounce. They slid on the floor
with such gracefulness that the
audience gave them a standing
ovation.
The crowd then paced itself
isten to three young Haitian
ters, Waid Sainvil, Prosper,
Junior, They read their
works to celebrate the
ccasion. Then two Haitian
cers by the name of Sabine
adege got on the stage
and danced to'the beautiful
sound of "Zouk Machine"
group from Martinique.
Finally, it was time for
"Loraj". Another group ofp u n g ladies ,who danced to
Afiican musk first, and then
!
I

sang a song well-known by the
Haitian students. They did not
hesitate to "big up their chest"
once they were on the floor.
After two and a half hours
of lasting fun, it was time for
everyone to savor the delicious
meals, which were being
served by volunteers under the
careful surveillance of the
Haitian club's members.
As the celebration ended,
the students were eager to
return to their classrooms, but
talked incessantly about the
ceremony.
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SOAP CHECK
ALL PAY CHILDREN: Kendall told Erica Dimitri seduced her. Erica confronted
Dimitri with Kendall's story, and as she did, she had a flashback of her own rape.
Believing she was seeing Richard Fields, she stabbed Dimitri. As he lay bleeding,
Erica rushed to the hospital to tell everyone her torment was over now that she had
killed !her rapist. Suddenly, she realized whom she had really stabbed. Edmund and
Maria rushed to save Dimitri. Kendall told Anton she asked for a doctor only
because she wanted to prevent pregnancy. Timmy apologized to Laurel and thanked
her for saving his life. WAIT TO SEE: Kendall's lie creates more troubles for Erica.
ANOTHER WORLD: Kyle's sudden appearance in court resulted in the trial coming to an end. While Morgan had mixed feelings about the outcome, an emotionally-wrenched Lorna retrieved the gun she had previously held on Morgan. Later,
after persuading a reluctant Victor to re-enact the rape with her, Lorna had a
frightening realization. Grant played Santa Claus on television. Believing this was
part of his scheme to gain sole custody of their unborn child, Vicky agreed to let
Jake interview her about what really happened in Switzerland. Marley was with
Ian at the construction site when shots rang out. WAIT TO SEE: Lorna takes a
desperate step for 'tjustice."
AS THE WORLD TURNS: John got upsetting news about his medical tests To
Duncan's displeasure, Eduardo and Lucinda came to an agreement. Barbara was
upset when Gregory demanded Hal give him the Viconti bags to check for defects.
Later Hal realized one of the badge was missing. Cal admitted to his WOAK partnera lie ov ned the weapon that killed Linc. Janice had an idea, and later, at Jason's
bachelor party, Cal's alibi suddenly appeared. John told Bob hc has colon cancer.
Janice hid her reaction when Bob and Kim gave her an early Christmas present.
WAIT TO SEE: Hal makes another disturbing discovery.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: Jagger became the prime suspect in Ray's murder. At
Karen's urging, Alan agreed to pay for Jagger's legal counsel. While in Buffalo on
business, Ned displayed a wilder side of himself, while a woman watched with great
interest. Luke and Laura asked Ruby about the people who had lived in their house.
Laura's unsettling feelings about th previous owners grew stronger. Felicia decided
not to tell Mac about her business deal with Jenny. Kevin's appearance triggered a
terrifying childhood memory in his twin, Ryan. A.J. was upset when Brenda
spurned his advances. WAIT TO SEE: Ryan and Kevin's meeting produces an unexpected result.
GUIDING LIGHT: Holly and Blake feared Roger had been shot and killed. Frank
threw Dylan out of the diner when his presence upset Julie. Alexandra returned, in
triumph, to Spaulding Enterprises. Alan-Michael was upset when she refused tc
honor her promise to give Gilly half of WSPR. Cutter overheard Gilly warn AlanMichael she'll get even, just as she did with Roger. Josh, insisting that nothing mar
their current happiness, cut Tangie off when she tried to tell him what she was running from. Mindy was mistaken for Tangie by a mysterious stalker. WAIT TO SEE:
Tangie makes a desperate decision.
LOVING: Curtis escaped from Dante, only to find Dinah Lee in Trucker's arms
Dante recaptured Curtis. Then, unseen, he shot Charlie. Alex and Jeremy saw a connection between the threats against the Aldens and the scare tactics uscd agalnsr
Tess. Casey consoled Steffi when her mother chipped away at her self-esteem. Angic
asked Charlie to spend some time with Frankie while he recuperates. Meanwhile Jot
(Dante) pretended to be sick to keep Trucker from getting into his apartment. A
worried Alex sent Ava, Kate, and Sandy away from Corinth. WAlT TO SEE: Jeremj
realizes Tess may be in danger.

BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL: Ridge got drunk and passed out as he confided to
Brooke about his anxieties over Taylor and James. Unable to reach Ridge at home,
Taylor called Brooke, who s a ~ dshe didn't know Ridge's whereabouts. The next day,
Ridgc returned Taylor's call, only to learn that his wife and James were sharing the
same hotel suite. Conner told Karen he cared for her, but it was Brooke he wanted.
Although she knew it could destroy any chance Macy had to reconcile with Thorne,
Sally insisted on going through w ~ t hthe fashion show scam she knew would devastate the Forresters. Unaware that Brooke covered for Ridge when Taylor called
Stephanie told her Ridge spent that night on Brooke's couch after passing out.
WAlT TO SEE: Taylor becomes concerned with James' reaction to his father.

ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Andrew took legal steps to keep Dorian away from Cassie
Powell was released from prison. He decided to re-enter Llanview University
Meanwhile, Todd, who deliberately overdosed on drugs, escaped from the ambu.
lance taking him to the hospital. As Marty prepared for a date with Suede, sht
leal- :d of Powell's release and Todd's escape. While Rebecca hid Todd at the tabernacle, Powell told Hank about Todd's threats of revenge against Marty. Unable tc~
make love to Suede, Marty turned down his proposal. Angela returned at Dorian.':,
request. Tina got a job offer in Los Angeles. Todd stalked Marty. WAIT TO SEE
Viki may have found an important clue to her father's death.

DAYS 01' OUR LIVES: Sam1 met with Steve Miller, the shady lawyer who
arranged for the adoption of Karen's baby. Tom refused to go to Europe to have the
operation that could open his blocked artery. Kristen found Karen at the hospital and
learned w'io her lawyer was. With Tony away, she got John to pose as her husband
so they cc~uldmeet with Miller about adopting a baby. Meanwhile, Sami returned
with the birth certificate, unaware that the couple in Miller's office were waiting to
meet the rnother of the baby girl he claimed to have for them. Bo and Billie ducked
into a storeroom to elude Fisher, only to find a ferocious doberman ready to pounce.
Vivian was startled to see how Laura reacted to Jennifer. WAIT TO SEE: The
Hortons gather to face Tom's illness.

YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS: Although Lauren let him out of his contract, Brad
offered to stay on to help her through her company's transition. Paul confided to
Chris that while he was never in love with April, he didn't want to see her antl
Heather in a dangerous situation. He then admitted loving Christine, but understood
that she loved Danny and they would always be friends, nothing more. Ashley antl
Blade set their wedding date for Valentine's Day. Although pleased that both Ashle).
and John had returned to Jabot, Jill was still upset that Jack insisted on staying in
her home. Weak and unable to speak, Eve asked for paper and pencil and wrote
down three letters, S-I-S, before dying. WAIT TO SEE: Nikk.i realizes she has to act
fast against Hope's increasing importance in Victor's life.

*
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RAT2 by BEN SMITH

THE SPATS by JEFF PlCKERlNG

1. Sighing cry.
5. Tonic's

partner
Q T:CC
.a. A L L 1

12. Old arm or

young horse
13. Top pilot
14. Barbara of

"Peny Mason"
15. At any time
16. Conven.ed
17. Sailing
18. Political

system
20. Interstices
22. Comdor
26. Candle
29. U.N.'s

Try ve
30. Bul%i&t cry
3 1. Periods
32. Prohibit
33. Sign of

amusement

-

34.
amis
35. Skillet

36. Bus
Loser
37.
riders
40. word befote

41. k d
45. Press
47. Little bit
49. On
50. Inky
51. Keats poem
52. Musical s
53. Hill dwel ers
54. Tavern
55. Patella place

r""'

DOWN

1. Maple genus
2. Nothing. to
Nastase
3. Cost an arm
and
4. Bill Murray
film
5. Goand backgammon
6. Diamonds
7. Tennis star's
profit?
8. Form
9. Longtime TV
game show
10. Brewed drink
11. Brewed drink
19. I m ~ a i r

-

secret?
23. Loose talk
24. "I cannot
tell -"
25. Longings
26. Short-term

worker
27. Scope
28. Traveler's

need
32. Heist, of a

sort
33. It's filled at

filling
stations
35. Literary
HSSOC.

36. To's opposite
38. Basins
39. "- Laughing"
42. Pour -

(uy hard)

43. Sheep's place
44. Fencing sword
45. - Lupino
46. Campaigned
48. Harem room

THEWORD:

A Journalist is a Grumbler; a
Censurer; a Giver ofAdvice, a
Regent of Sovereigns, a Tutor of
Nations.
Four Hostile Newspapers are More
to be Feared than a Thousand
Bayonets.
-NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
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For The Love Of My Friend: Chapter 3
The following is the third
chapter of a novella being published b:y Pandora's Box in
series. The first two chapters
were published in previous
issues this semester.
She massaged her temples
with the tip of her fingers,
fully aware that she was talking to herself. "I have to snap
out of this-"
The phone rang.
Joy jumped to her feet
instantaneously and reached
out and grabbed the receiver.
"Hello?"
"Good Evening," the caller
said.
And that sufficed for Joy to
recognize the sultry voice,
with its exotic South American
accent that quickly cut a new
and pa~nlesspath into her powerless heart Her own voice faltered as she struggled to forge
a weak response.
"Good.. .good evening."
"May I speak with Joy
Fretterson, please?" the caller
asked.
A brief pause.
"Speaking."
"Oh, hi! This is Michael
Hardbnmch."
And they conversed, forgave

and forgot, laughed and in the
end were reconciled.
For Joy, time spent on the
phone with the man whose
voice alone turned your adrenaline into streams of pleasureful madness was the awesome
yet fatal wings of an eagle in
chase of its prey. After talking
to Michael for three hours, she
praised God for the invention
of that wonderful piece of
communication device, took a
cool shower, and crept into bed
with fresh - and wilder dreams of the two of them
together.

If the indolence of the
spring season of 1992 were
merely a gesture of nature to
grace the courtship of Michael
Hardbranch and Joy Fretterson,
the hot pace of Summer was
no doubt intended to add to it
the spice of romance.
Michael had not registered
for Summer classes. He usually took this time to "dig up," as
he would say of his research,
"the unearthed roots" of his
people. When this occurred on
the rich soil of Guyana, the
young writer fondly referred to

his findings as "homegrown,"
and when it did abroad, he said
they were "transplanted."
Nevertheless, Michael's
indomitable sense of patriotism
and devotion to securing for
his proud nation its merited
place in this universal cornucopia of cultures gives a single

G.A.
Watkins

meaning to both terms.
He was to do his research
this year in Washington, DC,
and Michael was busy trying
to clear up all his bills before
he left New York. He came out

moment he thought he was
of the New York Telephone
dreaming of an angel who, by
building in downtown
descending on an escalator,
Brooklyn wondering what he
was trying to deceive humans
should do next. He looked at
into thinking that she was an
his watch. It said 12:13 p.m..
He had a lot of time; his depar- earthly creature.
He saw that Joy saw him
ture wasn't due until 11 p.m.
too; and it must have been the
that night. He started to walk
n sudden- overwhelnling gust of mutual
east on ~ i v i n ~ s t dbut
excitement, sparked by their
ly remembered he had parked
eye contact, which reminded
behind him. He turned back.
Passing by a Korean fruits and Michael that realism was still
stronger than imagination.
vegetable store he looked at
Confusion overcame both of
the heap of tempting kinthem, she attempting to run
taloupes.
back up, and he back down.
"Oh yes! Joy," he said
But, as Michael himself had
aloud, causing a young
Hispanic coule that was exam- already observed, Joy's was a
blessing not only of breathtakining some cassava nearby to
turn with alarming expressions ing beauty, but of extraordion their faces and gaze at him. nary wit.
"Hi, honey! You keep
Half embarrassed, he quickgoing, I'll come back up."
ened his pace, while he
"Okay," Michael said, and
thought, "Damn, you utter a
they rubbed palms as they
word or two to yourself and
the world thinks you are a luny passed each other by on the
opposing escalators.
let loose." Michael looked at
his watch again and realized
that Joy would be getting out
of class in five minutes.
Yorkshire was only a few
blocks away. As Michael
Editor's note:
stepped on to the upward
bound escalator to the second This series will continue in
our next issue.
floor of the university, he
looked up; and lo, for a brief

Classical Voyages - New Experiences Twin Song Birds Ask: How
Do We Say Thank You?
By Betsabe Garcia
Columrtist
It is possible to enjoy classical music and not have to
forfeit your membership in the
"cool c'ollege crew." Believe
me, it's truc. Just ask the managing editor of this newspaper.
He wrinkled up his nose at the
idea of going to a Queens
Symphony Orchestra concert
at Queens College, but I convinced him to be my escort to
their opening performance
(being a woman has its advantages). Not only did he love
the concert, I got a rose and an
escort h r three upcoming concerts in their series.
Getting to the concert was
half thc fun as we drove
around Queens for close to an
hour trying to find Queens
College (neither of us are
natives of this royal borough,
so all of the directions provided by helpful passerby fell on

confused ears). Unfortunately,
by the time we reached the
college, we had missed the
pre-concert lecture given by
QSO's music director, Arthur
Fagin. You can imagine our
disappointment. After we
mourned our loss by downing
some chips and a couple of
Snapple's, we entered the college's Colden Center auditorium. We immediately noticed
that we were almost the only
young, non-white people in the
capacity audience. The only
others like us were the ushers.
Talk about spots in a cloud.
The program featured
music from Lees, Mozart, and
Brahms conducted by Fagin.
Lees' Portrait of Rodin opened
the concert. Various slides of
sculptures were projected on
stage. Each sculpture had a
corresponding musical composition. Of the seven, Large
Torso of a Man was by far the
most impressive. Both the

sculpture and piece were powerful and bold. The other six
portraits were Meditation,
Pierre de Wiessant, Cybele,
Genius of Eternal Rest, The
Prayer, and Jean de Flennes.
Lees' music is not easy to follow, and if we had not been at
the concert, we would not have
enjoyed it.
Then the orchestra played
Mozart's Flute Concerto No. 1
in G Major, featuring flutist
Eugenia Zuckerman. From the
first movement of the concerto
to the last, her performance
was like an aphrodisiac. The
first movement was Allegro
Maestoso (allegro means
happy; maesto, majestic), so
together you get music that is
vibrant, buoyant and a sheer
pleasure to listen to -- the sort
that appeals to everyone, and
is a perfect example of why
Mozart is the most popular
composer with non-classical

Continued on page 18

By Siah Bonita Hagin
Reporter
"Can I Build My Home(1n
You)" and "Can Yon Reach
My Friend" were just two of
the many songs that received a
standing ovation at Keisha and
Karla Williams' first concert
entitled "How Do We Say
Thank You." Although this
was not their first engagement
on stage, the miraculous show
was their first concert as the
featured performers.
According to Keisha and
Karla's mother, their music
career began at three years old
with a very old piano at home.
"This is when I knew they
had a gift," said Mrs. Willams.
"I always told the twins that if
they want something they
have to work hard to get it."
At the concert, the twins
thanked their mother for her
guidance and support by dedicating a soul-stirring rendition

of the Gladys Knight hit Wind
Beneath My Wings.
The twins' voices were not
recognized by anyone outside
of the family until they joined
St. Albans Church and got
involved with the choir. The
church has played a major role
in their lives ever since.
Since the age of twelve
these sisters have blessed
many stages with their beautiful voices. Although they are
bound to the church, they are
not restricting their singing
career to only gospel.
"We want to live comfortably and give our parents
enough money so they would '
never have to work again,"
said Keisha. "We want to use
the talent that God gave us."
Keisha and Karla, at 22, are
growing stronger than ever.
Actively involved at York as
prominent members of the
S.P.A.N.K. club (Students

Continued on page 18
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The Deeper, Darker Side of Drop Dead Comedy
By Shariff'A. Ali
Arts & Entertainment Editor
It's hard for ;ireviewer to
admit that be is wrong about a
project before seeing it. To
prejudge somet liing negatively
before givir,g it a chance does
not leave much room for liking. So it came as a surprise to
me that whim 199 1's The
Addams Family premiered I
would actually rove something
that I originally thought was
juvenile and stupid.
Based on the cartoons of
Charles Addams and the late
1960's television series, the
first filt11 revolved around
Gomez and Morticia Addams
(Raul Julia & Anjelica
Houston) arid their quest to
retrieve Gomez' lost brother
Fester (Christopher Lloyd).
Although it was entertaining
and refreshing, as well as a big
hit at the box ofice ($1 13
Million), the movie succeeded
primarily on three levels.
So the question posed, is
can a sequel be made better
than the original? It would
need new ideas, a stronger
story and better production
values, yet maintain the feelings that were created in the
original. Thi? answer is "yes"

and the result is Addams
Family Values.
Values takes place sometime after the end of the events
in the first film. Rather than
presenting a movie with unlimited one-liners and a weak plot
line, two separate stories are
intertwined. They start with
the arrival of the newest member of the clan, baby Pubert.
Unable to deal with the
ongoing pressure of the new
baby's arrival, older siblings
Wednesday (Christina Ricci)
and Pugsley (Jimmy
Workman) do everything in
their power to kill the baby.
Seeking an answer to their
troubles, Gomez and Morticia
(Julia & Houston) elicit the aid
of a nanny in the guise of
Debbie Jellinsky, (Joan
Cusack).
A femme fatale of the worst
kind Debbie has her own
agenda that includes marrying
the dim-witted Fester (Lloyd)
and acquiring the Addams fortune. To safeguard her plans,
Debbie convinces the elder
Addams' to ship their two
older children off to summer
camp.
Taken to rich kid Camp
Chippewa, Wednesday and
Pugsley engage in their own

activities that include rebelling
against the head counselors
and destroying the summer
camp play.
While the average family
would use the system to aid
them in defeating any and all
obstacles, the Addams' hold a
different view on life and do
not conform to the norms of
society. They have their own
humor, point of view and
rules.
Rudnick's lines are the perfect weapons against normalcy
and the ensemble cast delivers
them with pin-point accuracy.
When one of the arrivals at
camp asks Wednesday why she
is dressed as if someone has
died, Wednesday replies
"Wait."
It is this type of macabre
humor that sets them apart
from "normal" society. And
while they may show their love
for each other differently, one
can sense that there is an
undying bond in this strange
family.
And although the story has
been improved by leaps and
bounds, some of the performances don't add up to the
measure of the script. While
high marks are given to Ricci's
Wednesday, who was given

l~hev're
cree~v.s~ookv.and altoaether a bia hit.
hands-down the best lines in
the film, and to Cusack's
Debbie, who is a breath of
fresh air that fits into the family like a lock to a key, it's two
of the leads that are disappointing.
Julia's Gomez has been
reduced to no more than a
walking babble of mediocre
poetry and love-spouting gibberish - not what one would
expect from an actor as talented as this. And even worse is
Lloyd's Fester, who plays his
role just like his look, a big
horrifying bore. It's not their
fault completely, but hopefully
if an Addams three is made.

1

more attention would be given
to their lines and less on the
elaborate costumes they wore.
But overall, this is a vast
improvement over the original.
Sonnenfield uses the Addams
Family Values to achieve a
realistic and somewhat insane
world that proves that sometimes it's good to have seconds.
Film Grade-(A-)

The Drop Into My Life A Pleasant Fall

-

By Siah Bonita Hagin
Reporter
My Life is one of the most
touching f i l m ever produced.
Time is running out for a successful business man who discovers that he is dying of cancer. Not only does he have to
mentally prepare for his

-

--

-

upcoming demise, but he has
to come to terms with the fact
that he may never see the birth
of his first child.
Michael Keaton, known
throughout the world as the
brooding caped crusader
Batman, plays Bob Jones, a
man determined to be the perfect father to his son. He

decides that the best thing he
can do for his unborn child is
to videotape his life.
The movie begins with Bob
Jones already dying of cancer.
His wife Gail, played by
Malice's Nicole Kidman, is
also in the midsi of her pregnancy. From the onsct, My
Life throws the viewer into the
middle of a crisis without
preparation.
Unfortunately, the filmniakers did not give the viewer any
backdrop to the story. One
doesn't have any idea of when
the pregnancy.started or when
Bob contracted this horrible
disease. Early on the plot is
very thin and poorly written.
But the film definitely gains
momentum throughout.
By using the video camera
as an unexpected source of
healing, Bob also is given the
opportunity to heal some of his
past conflicts. Bob returns to

his childhood home and examines his old room. He also sees
hi5 childhood friend, who is
marricd with two chiictren.
As they reminiscence about
old times. he is reminded of
hi. impending death. in using
the ~ i d c oc;iniera ;is a11outlet,
Bob givcs his all to his recordings. lie teaches his son, by
L itleo, how to do everythiiig
t'rom playing basketball, to
cooking, to shaving and
preparing financially.
In performing these acts,
Bob makes peace with his
family about childhood
grudges that were left unresolved for many years. As his
condition worsens, he is more
determined to finish his video.
His new outlook on life makes
Bob more involved with family
matters as he becomes more
absorbed with his wife's pregnancy.
My Life also boasts an

eclectic assortment of cast
members from Living Single's
Queen Latifall, who plays
Theresa, the hospice workel., to
Scent Of A Woman's Bradlty
Whitford as Bob's brothel- l'.~u!
I\anovich, anti Oscar-winncDr. Hang S. Y g c ~as Mr. I lo, a
mystical healer.
Dircctor!Screenwitcr Brucc
Joel Rubin had the idea to
write My Life from a mysterious dream. Rubin, who also
wrote and won an Oscar for
the box-office mega-hit Ghost,
along with the assistance of
Ghost director Jerry Zucker
brought this dream to life on
screen.
If you are in the mood for a
good movie with old-fashioned
values, My Life will warm
your soul. Together, Michael
Keaton and Nicole Kidman
give astonishing performances.

l~aae
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Judgement Day
Continued jrom page 5
cover the costs related to the
use of facilities for that event,"
said Hudson.
The administration has
pointed to a new student government policy regulating the
number of major events an
organization may sponsor per
semester. Student Government
absorbs all of the costs related
to use of the college's facilities
(lights, custodians, security,
etc.). Due to the limited SGA
funds available to cover these
expenses, the new policy was
instituted.
"Although the student government policy is that clubs
are only permitted to hold one
major event per semester, we
would never tell a club that it
could no1 hold an event
because it had reached its
limit."
Hudson explained that when
clubs reach their limit, but still
want to sponsor events, there
are a variety of options available whch should be discussed with xhe group.
"Ther'e are options open to
clubs, such as co-sponsorship
with another organization that
has not jet reached its limit which is what the Political
Science Glut) eventually did.
Kieron LSharpe] misinterpreted
our policy and acted on his
own. Ht. kvas not acting on student go\,~:rnment's behalf."
Since the onset of the controversy. the administration has
insisted that ~twas only acting
on policies prescribed by student govxnriient. This is the
first time that Hudson has spoken publicly to clarify the policies of student government and
to rejecl the ~ d e athat student
government has somehow
gone against the students.
"We would never try to
keep students from holding
events," said Hudson. "Our
policies <areI here to ensure that
all organizat~onshave an equal
opportur~ityto sponsor activities."

First
Amendment
Continued from page 6
a b o ~ constitutional
~t
rights
because they had not considered appealing the club's disbandment on First Amendment
grounds unt~lthe Individual
Rights Foundation got
involved.
"We have no interest in pursuing anything that is a violation of people's rights," he
said.
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Bulimia
Continued from page 7

mean that an eating disorder
nust develop.
The bulimic comes to the
xlief that thinness brings
happiness and that freedom
from pounds means freedom
From problems. "The eating
disorder is an attempt at
regaining control and finding
happiness," said Ryder. "This
is an area they can control
even if everything else in their
life seems to be out of their
control. Yet the more they
engage in this behavior, the
more out of control and
unhappy they become."
If it is wrong for them to
show negative emotions, as
they have been taught, then
they must find another way of
dealing with them. By bingeing, they stuff their feelings
down, take the focus away
from their pain, and turn to
food which seems to provide
comfort.
Purging prevents weight
gain by ridding the body of
the calories ingested. On a
much deeper level, purging
involves an emotional release.
"It is a way of getting the
feelings out," said Ryder.
"This is why self-inflicted
harm can be considered
another form of purging.
Some bulimics cut or burn
themselves to bring out [the
sensation of] pain."
This eating disorder is not
without medical problems. It
has been known to cause an
electrolyte imbalance, amenorrhea, stomach cramps, dental and intestinal problems,
edema or dehydration, sore
throats, and glandular
swelling.
These discomforts, as well
as those included in the bingeing and purging acts themselves, are accepted by the
bulimic because the behavior
seems to be more beneficial
than the consequences of not
doing them.
And those who want to
stop, find that they can't. To
say "Well, just stop" would
suggest that the problem was
merely an issue over food and
eating. Such a comment
would also suggest that it was
in the bulimics will to discontinue the behavior and that by
not doing so would mean she
or he really doesn't want to
stop. The bingeing and purging need is to be seen only as
symptoms of something psychological.
Cherry Boone O'Neill
wrote in her book, "We may
not all abuse alcohol, gamble,
or [be bulimic]. But we nevertheless do things we may or
may not acknowledge to be
inappropriate. The major difference ...is that we have a

-
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A Day i n The Life

clinical term for their behavior. We can't begin to appreciate the other person's predicament, or enter into the stmggle unless we fully recognize
our common ground."
Jill's coping mechanism is
not unlike our own methods of
coping, just maybe more
extreme. "Every night I go to
sleep hoping, praying that
tomorrow will be different,
only to wake up and find my
tomorrow isn't today," Jill said
with a sigh of hopelessness. "1
have to get some kind of help,
maybe a support group or a
counselor specializing in eating disorders. It's the only way
I'll become free of something
that has already stolen four

years of my life."
Jill urges all those suffering
with an eating disorder
(anorexia, bulimia, compulsive
overeating) to get help. "Even
if you get negative responses,
keep looking and you'll find a
person who'll encourage your
recovery," she said. "I hope to
find that person soon myself."
There is no one way to
recover from bulimia. What
works for one person, may not
necessarily work for another.
For information, referrals,
self-help groups, and newsletters call AABA at 2 12-7341 114 or the Eating Disorders
Hotline at 5 16-5.93-4673, or
800-756-7533 for a free copy
of Gurze's Eating Disorders

Catalogue.
You can also send a selfaddressed stamped business
envelope to the Foundahon for
Education About Eating
Disorders (F.E.E.D.),5238
Duvall Dr. Bethesda, MD
208 16. And check your school
and local library for information on eating disorders.

Continued from page 5
cia1 aid staff member. "I don't
know how we're doing it, but
we're getting the job done. In
the end, that's all that matters."
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EMERGENCY
DECEMBER
l6TH 2:OO P.M.,
ROOM 1G03.
THREE STUDENTS, MEMBERS OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB, HAVE
BEEN PUT ON DISCIPLINARY CHARGES DUE TO THE YORK COLLEGE
ADMINISTRATION'S ATTEMPTS TO DENY STUDENTS THEIR FIRST AMENDMENT
RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF SPEECH. IF THE THREE STUDENTS ARE FOUND
GUILTY, THEY MAY BE EXPELLED FROM THE CUNY SYSTEM.
THE THREE STUDENTS HAVE BEEN STRONG AND VOCAL ADVOCATES
FOR STUDENT RIGHTS. BECAUSE OF THIS, THE ADMINISTRATION HAS
TARGETED THEM FOR EXPULSION. STOP W E LYNCHING OF THE YORK
COLLEGE THREE!!! THE YORK COLLEGE ADMINISTRATlON MUST DROP ALL
CHARGES AGAINST ADRIAN CHARLES, JOSE WAS-CINQUE, QUENTIN
WALCOTT!!
PEOPLE'S ORGANlZATION for EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS (P.0.W.E. R.)
(718) 262-2255
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Multicultural Celebration Covers Spectrum of Ethnicity

Continued from page 6

Continued from page 10

first, and then coming back to
the more difficult ones. Don't
be afrartl to step out of numbered order.
The technique of underlining key words in essay questions was suggested to identify
the main ideas. This way each
part can be casily answered in
separate paragraphs followed
by a summary statement.
"Evrn if you made mistakes
in your examination, you can
profit from your errors by
reviewing and discussing the
answers with the professor,"
said Rosenberg.
For triore information
regarding these free study
skills u~orkshops,and the
accomriiinying booklets, visit
the Counsel~ngand Career
Service:, Oflice in room 3E03.

appeared.
Proceeding them was the
Marilyn Bose Dance Company.
The first dance was called
Swagatam, a rhythmical dance,
done to welcome one's guests.
The second; Bagnatum. It is a
"pure South Indian dance
form", said Ms. Bose. In this
dance; which was done solo,
the dancer did that famous
Indian head thing, (standing
still while shifting the head
slightly from side to side). The
third was called Dhandia Raas,
performed by young girls with
sticks. It was precise and
charming.
Said Ms. Bose: "1 felt that
today's theme [salute to diversity] was a very good idea
because people do learn each
other's culture, exposing you to
what it is, what it's about, its
authenticity, and I think they
[the Multi-cultural club] have
done a very good job."
Our own G.A. Watkins was
on stage reciting one of his
poems, "Granny Girl". The
poem is about how his mother's
daily travails evolved into
"Granny Girl's Jelly."
"I think it is important to
show where I'm coming from,
the sort of cultural background
that is so uniquely mine", said
G.A.
Following was a performance by KAOS dancers. It
featured a group of AfiicanAmerican women. The dance
ranked very high with some,
very low with others.
To show us that "old" is a
state of mind, the Senior
Citizens Center gave us its mosl
youthful as they danced for us
Rhythm of Saint Martin dance.
Dancers Tony and Maria were

Twin Song Birds
C~n~tinued
from page 14
Pursuing Athletics and
Knowledge), you may find
them at a few of the York basketball gamcs singing the
national anthem, or at any one
of the events in the Performing
Arts building entertaining the
audience.
Although Keisha and Karla
are well known in the York
community, they would like to
taste a bit of real stardom.
"Our goal is not to be too
famous;' says Keisha. "But
famous enough to lead a comfortable life style."
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very appreciated by the audience for their very energetic
performance.
In sequence, Don Lima represented the Italians with a
piano performance by the late
composer Domenico Scarlatti.
It was a congenial, pleasant little piece.
Said Mr. Lima, "1 was overwhelmed ...by the talent and the
people involved, and the real
enjoyment for what they were
doing. 1 enjoyed every
moment."
The Queens Black-Jewish
People To People Project had
an interestiiig dialogue with
the audience. Their motto is
"Looking back, Moving on ..."
The last dance was performed by the Deni-Zulu
African dancers, drummers, and
singers. The performance was
completely professional. The
dance was called "Gum Boot",
and was performed by a large
group of people. It was very
well choreographed, and had a
very inviting beat. The dancers
were attired in old, worn clothing, and wore long rubber
boots.
"It is a South African piece,
done by the black miners in
South Africa", explained the
principal singer of the company. "A lot of the movements in
the dance come from the war
dances of the Zulu people. It's
Zulu people who do this Gum
Boot Dance."
Concluding the event, we
were treated to a Guyanese
Fashion Show. A large group
of young men and women displayed the fashions of India and
similar countries. The women
modeled lehengas, bell-shaped
skirts topped by a vest-like
blouse. Also, saluar-camise; a

Classical Voyages
Continued from page 14

baggy pant (saluar), covered by
a large, shapeless blouse,
(camise). And of course, the
ever popular sari. The sari is
an elegant cloth wrapped
around the wearer over a bottom skirt serving the purpose o
a petticoat and anchor. The
cloth is wrapped all around
over a small blouse, and slung
over a shoulder, exposing the

aficionados (like my escort). In
the second movement, the
strings are muted, and the
movement acquires a feeling
of closeness; a mysterious
quality. The third and final
movement ends gently. This
concerto is considered one of
the best of the classicai era.
Aside from the innate beauty

called kortas, and loose pants,
called pajamas. 'They also
modeled a top called a Nehru,
which is a loosish shirt with a
rounded collar, .over pajamas.
Speakers, performers and
audience all agreed the event ,
was a success.
"The event served it's purpose as a multl-cultural affair",
said Margarita Garc~a,"It
involved us not only in the d ~ f ferent dances and the ideas of '
particular cultures but
made us aware of conflicts that
arise."
1
Another spectator, Josepha
Rivers, said: "It showed a lot of
different cultures, which was I
good, because many times only
the culture of the people behind,
the event is showed. And it
pretty much
the best
each culture."
Ricky Raysack, from
Queensborough
sums up the evening:
"The evening was exquisite and
indulging."

1

1
/

virtuoso talent.
Delightful Mozart was ti)llowed by an intermission and
then Brahms' Symphony Nc. 1
in C Mlnor (Opus 68). This
symphony is a fraternal twin to
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
Brahms evokes strong Images
of nature; from the detalls of a
tempest to scenes of tranquillty, to a finale
the
two (the finale is one of
~
~ finest).~ onehpoint ~
in the performance, I noticed
that my escort was doodling a
scene with a tree, grass and
sky - obviously inspired by
the music Indeed, one can't
help but become engrossed.
yhis masterpiece took ~~~h~~
more than 20 years to cornplete.
By the time we finally left
the auditorium, the parking lot
was nearly deserted and it had
begun to drizzle. As we made
our way back through the rain
and traffic, someone shouted to
us while we waited at a red
light. He was selling roses.
Grudgingly, my escort lowered
his window and purchased one
red rose, which Itook home,
along with Mozart, Lees,
Brahms, and a date for the
next time.

C L A S S I F I E D S
York College Upward Bound
Program seeks qualified applicants for f/t Project
Coordinator. Responsibilities
include planning coordination
of acaaemic, residential, recreational, and social programs.
Qualified applicants must have
Bachelor's, Master's preferred.
Concerltralion in education,
counseling or related fields.
Administrative background,
experience in supervision,
teaching, a.nd career counseling. Resume by 12/27/93 to
Erika C;larC., York College UB
94-20 Guy Brewer Blvd. 1G02
Jamaica, NY 11451

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Representatives from the
Office of the State Comptroller
will visit York College on
Wednesday, December 8, 1993
at loam to talk to you about
auditing and accounting career
opportunities with their organizsation. If you are a talented,
motivated individual who is
looking for a challenging professional position in the auditing or accounting field, please
plan to attend.

TYPING, LOW COST
ACCURATE RESULTS, TERM
PAPERS, THESIS, LETTERS,
kecretarial services available RESUMES WHATEVER, YOU
for college term papers, theWRITE. I TYPE! (718)359ses, resurr~es,letters and rush
jobs. Reliable, fast, accurate
and efficient services. Jamaica,
CALL (718)262-2529
Queens (718)658-0256

TECHNICAL AIDS are needed
to work in the York College
Department of Campus
Planning and Operations. We
=ANDORAYSBOX is seeking dedicated students
are looking for ambitious and
responsible individuals who
nterested in joining the newspaper staff. Positions
have some technical backare available in the following fields:
ground in theatrical sound and
lighting. Training will be provid0
Reporter
ed. Must be willing to work
0
Reviewer
evenings and weekends. $7.50
hr. Please submit resume to
0
Photographer
David Shanerman, coordinator
0
Typist
of technical services, Office of
0
Advertising Representative
Campus Plannin~
- and
Operations.
0
Layout Designer

ATTENTION

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
individuals and student organi- f you are ready to devote some tirne to enhancing
zations wanted to promote the !our career while serving your community, come to
-oom 1GO6g, or call (718) 262-2529 anytime, and
Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's
speak to a student editor.
leader. Inter-Campus Program:
1-800-327-6013.
You bring the desire, we'll give you the future.

~
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Wasted Opportunities
Cardinals ,lost? best
chance to Oeut Hunter
in dramatic, jbetsloppy,
overtime loss. All they
can do now is drrv their
eyes and try to turn a
nightmare into a miracle season.
By Louis Chang
Reporter
Overtime just wasn't
enough for the York College
Men's varsity basketball team
to win it's home-opener against
its long standmg rival the
Hunter Hawki.
The Cardinals led by
Donzel Cleare's 32 points
seemed to have the win within
their grasps as they led the
Hawks 80-75 with under five
minutes left to play.
"They played hard, they
played much better than they
did Monday (Nov. 29 against
COSI)," said a disappointed,
Coach Ron St. John. "They
showed what they're capable of
really doing. Hunter is the
defending champs." He added,
"We know that we're one of
the contenders with Hunter.
Unfortunately, we didn't win
the game."St. John attributed
the 97-95 OT loss to a break-

down in fundamentals.
"We gave the game away,"
said St. John. ''If we would
have done the things that
you're supposed to do at key
times in the game, we win.
You have to be careful with the
passes, you have to make sure
people come to the ball, and
you need to keep rebounds at
the end of the game. We had
our opportunities to put a
game away that was rightfully
ours and they stole it. It goes
down as a win for Hunter."
And Hunter was thankful
for the win.
"Historically York always
plays us tough," said Hunter
Coach Ray Amalbert. "But I
saw a Hunter team that wasn't
indicative of what they're
doing in practices. At the
beginning we started off slow.
Then we got the eight-point
lead and I thought at that point
we were ready to play our
game. Then that second unit
came in and it was to no avail,
it was the opposite effect. Then
York got back in the ballgame ."
Amalbert admitted,"I think
we allowed them the opportunity to think that they could
play with us and they did.
They hung tough and I thought
we were lucky to walk away

with the win today."
The Cardinals committed a
slew of turnovers as regulation
time was running out. The
Hawks capitalized on every
one of them. Hunter center,
Chris Michael cut York's lead
to 80-79 as he committed the
theft and flew to the hoop to
jam it for two for Hunter. York
then threw the inbound pass
away to the Hawk's Rob Carter
who was fouled on the shot
attempt and went to line to
make-two of two.
Hunter took an 80-8 1 lead
and their players started eyeing
their warmup suits and a quick
exit in regulation time.
But the Cardinals came out
of their momentary lapse as
Cleare was fouled as he sliced
to the basket on the drive. He
went to the foul line and hit
one of two. It was a tie ballgame. York fonvard-center
Kirk Worrell blocked Carter on
the drive but was called for the
foul. Carter hit both shots to
pull the Hawks ahead by two
(8 1-83). York traveled on the
next possession. Hunter scored
on their possession to go up
8 1-85. Cleare was again fouled
in route to the basket and hit
both. York made a quick foul
with eight seconds left in regulation and Derrick Lawson put

Chris Ratliff shows wishful thinking as Hunter dogs
the Cardinals in overtime.
Hunter up by three (83-86).
York inbounded the ball to
Cleare who cut through three
Hunter players as he raced
downcourt while the seconds
ticked away. He set his eyes on
three point land. One Hunter
player was in his face as he
rose above the crowd to take
the final shot of regulation,
win or lose.
All you had to do was listen as the ball burst through
the net, as if anything else
could happen. All those York

doubters had to unbutton their
coats and return to the stands
for the overtime session.
Unfortunately, York didn't
learn from it's mistakes in regulation. The Cardinals took the
early lead in overtime but lost
in the winding minutes. And
though he tried, Cleare couldn't hit another once in a lifetime shot.

Kick 'Em To The Curb, Cardinals
By Louis Chang
Reporter
Blowout! That's all that needs to be said about the
York College women's varsity basketball team's home
opener agains.t Old Westbury. But to add to that the
Lady Cardinals simply demolished, obliterated,
smashed, stornpetl out and kicked them to the curb in
their 80-23 win.
The '92-'93 NCAA Division 111 statistical leader
in both defetl:je and offense simply outclassed the
opposition. After the first eight minutes of play they
were on top 21-2 until one of the Old Westbury players actually got a look at the basket and sank a threepointer.
"I didn't I.:now if i t was going to be this big a win,"
said Coach Rick 'McPhun. "1 knew that the Old
Westbury team was not as good as some of the teams
in the past and I know that our team is much better
than the teams in the past. So I pretty much felt that
we could win the game, but I didn't know what the
margin of victory would be."
The win was big in numbers but not a meaningful
test for the talented Lady Cardinals. In order to prepare for the tough season ahead Coach McPhun has
stocked this year's team with some junior-college
transfer students. He feels that their influence will
provide the added experience to make it down the
championship stretch of the season.
This game did provide him with an opportunity to
give his bench players extended time on the floor.

"I felt that they played pretty well, I know that they
can play better," said a confident McPhun. "It's
important to get them in on games like this so that
they can get hands-on game experience." "You can't
just bring your bench in a game in the situation where
it's a runaway. I think that when your bench is in a
game they still have to learn, because you never know
when they'll have to play due to injury or whatever
other reason."
The Lady Cardinals seemed faultless as they controlled both the defensive and offensive glass and
kept Old Westbury without a shot attempt on numerous trips to their basket. On some occasions the Old
Westbury team never even made it dowficourt.
On one of York's rare misses, forward Layisa
Springer lost the rebound after struggling with two
Old Westbury players but rac downcourt and stripped
their guard before she reached halfcourt. She then
dribbled back downcourt for the easy two and built
York's lead to 36-9.
Though the Lady Cardinals totally dominated Old
Westbury Coach McPhun saw some fault in their
game.
"I still think that our conditioning and our person
to person defense is not where it should be," said
McPhun. "Our press, which was our key (defensive
play) last year, is not where I feel it should be. That's
not just with the bench players that's with the starters
as well." McPhun concluded,"lt's going to take a little
time for this team to gel, we have a lot of new players
this year. But, so far we're doing pretty well and I'm

happy with the results.
Coach McPhun plans on pushing this year's team
as far as they will go and to get the best from thcm
along the way.
"I've scheduled a much tougher season for us t h ~ s
year. Obviously, if you want to be one of the higher
echelon teams in the country, you got to have a tough
schedule," said McPhun. He continued, "We're gomg
to lose some pretty big games. Hopefully, if we get
lucky we may win some of those big games. I'm hoping that as the season progresses we learn more and
we get stronger. And when it comes down to the end
of the season, when we have to play In the C'UNY
conference champ~onsh~ps,
that we come out on top."
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